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Abstract— In this era of fast emerging technologies and 

fast paced life, an individual pays a heavy toll everyday 

making them exhausted to continue the same the next 

day. In such scenario entertainment plays the role of life 

support. Entertainment is the tool which rejuvenates 

our lost energy and will to continue. There are many 

sources of entertainment, movie is one among them. For 

watching movies of our choice we make use of 

recommendation systems (RS), since manual searching 

of similar movies of our taste might take ample time 

sufficient enough to exhaust a user. Therefore, to 

further elevate the efficiency of movie recommendation 

systems, a hybrid model is needed. Hybrid approach 

can help getting the advantages from both content- 

based and collaborative filtering methods and eliminate 

their short comings as well. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In general, a Recommendation System is a tool for 

making decisions on behalf of the user. A RS 

analyses the data given by the user during their first 

encounter with the system and recommends the most 

likely/relevant in their next interaction. Organizations 

including YouTube, Hotstar, Netflix, Amazon, etc. 

use recommendation systems to ensure that their 

users can identify and get the correct product 

(videos/movies in case of above mentioned 

platforms) what they are looking for.ARS deals with 

a high volume of data/information as it ingests, 

already existing data on the web along with the data 

preferences of the user to accurately make decisions 

that the user might like. RS, on the time of data input 

from users, extracts the most relevant information, 

analyses users’ preferences and interests and searches 

for a match between the user and the item for 

recommendation. The sole purpose of a movie 

recommendation system is to predict the possibility 

that a user might wish to watch a particular movie. 

These recommendations may or may not be custom 

for every user, depending on the objective of each 

platform. Already existing movie recommendation 

systems make use of content based filtering to 

provide recommendations which has been working 

quite good so far. But the changing era and 

expectation of instant and accurate results are putting 

an urge to improve the efficiency of the existing one 

sand a hybrid approach is the only way possible to do 

so. As the hybrid approach has the ability to 

incorporate both content-based and collaborative 

filtering techniques improving the efficiency and 

accuracy of the system by providing optimal results 

and thus its need. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

After the analysis of all the below papers we’ve 

identified the methodologies they’ve used along with 

the key findings. Walk through of the papers. 

The authors of this paper gives information about 

content and collaborative based filtering, explains the 

drawbacks of content based filtering and also how to 

counter it. They also do propose an item based CF 

that improves the accuracy of a traditional 

Recommendation system (RS) using KNN and cosine 

similarity algorithm. KNN catches the k nearest 

neighbours to a target item. Cosine similarity 

calculates the similarity between 2 entities based on 

cosine angle between the entities. The proposed RS 

engine is different from traditional CF. Firstly after 

loading the movie and the rating dataset, the rating 

dataset is redesigned and movie dataset is filtered 

using the item base model. Then KNN is used to get 

k nearest neighbours for a target item and using the 

cosine similarity similar items is found. And if the 

user watches that movie then stop or else the priority 

list is changed and the whole process runs again. This 

improves accuracy of RS engine. The MEA (Mean 
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Absolute Error) values showed that item based CF 

had lowest MEA (0.248), compared to the content 

based and model based CF and user based CF when 

tested for performance. [1] The authors of this paper 

focus on item based collaborative based filtering to 

build a RS. They discuss the strengths of the user 

based CF model and also their disadvantages like 

sparsity and scalability of data and how item based 

collaborative is used to counter it. A brief 

introduction to Grouplens made recommendation and 

Ringer is given. For the implementation of proposed 

item based CF movielens and ratings dataset are used 

which is provided by Grouplens. For user-item based 

collaborative filtering, RS is based on the ratings 

given by the user and if the user doesn’t give the 

ratings the weight matrix formula is used to predict 

the user ratings. For item-item based CF, cosine 

similarity matrix is used. The results are compared 

and the authors of the paper found out that accuracy 

is lower compared to the other models but the focus 

had been providing real time recommendations in 

which the model stood out. [2] There exist many 

algorithms to determine the neighbourhood for 

collaborative filtering like KNN and Grouplens. This 

paper proposes use of fuzzy clustering algorithm for 

getting the neighbours. In this paper the performance 

of fuzzy clustering for spherical data is compared 

with the grouplens. For the grouplens algorithm the 

weight of similarity is found using Pearson 

coefficient. Three fuzzy clustering for spherical data 

are discussed i.e. BFCS, QFCS, and KLFCS for the 

research. However proposed RS engine involves 

using grouplens after the clustering. For a movielens 

dataset the proposed algorithm was used with 3 fuzzy 

clustering algorithms and based on the AUC values it 

was found that they all outperform the traditional 

methods in terms of accuracy. [3]In this paper the 

focus is on the item based collaborative filtering and 

association rule mining and to build a baseline 

recommender system using them. Amazon review 

data for mobile and accessories is used for 

implementation. Item based collaborative filtering is 

the most relevant form of filtering technique used, 

which is used in leading e commerce websites like 

amazon. The proposed approach involves using both 

apriori algorithm and correlation matrix on the pre-

processed dataset to obtain accurate 

recommendations. The authors also discuss about use 

of recommendation system in the COVID 19 angle 

for recommending masks, PPE kits etc. [4]This paper 

proposes a book recommender system using deep 

learning technique and k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) 

classification. This paper considers application of 

Machine Learning Technology and presents a 

different approach based recommender system. This 

paper also explores different dimensions of a 

recommendation system by analysing multiple 

literature review papers. To compute the similarity of 

users’ cosine similarity algorithm is used. This model 

can be used to test various recommender algorithms 

for performance evaluation. The knowledge gained 

from this paper can be used to solve other 

recommendation problems and to improve quality of 

prediction and to take knowledgeable decisions in 

future. [5]The paper discusses the use of genetic 

algorithms in recommendation systems. The GAs 

have been incorporated into RS in three ways: 

clustering, hybrid models, and using the GAs without 

relying on additional information obtained by hybrid 

models. In general, the GA provides better results 

and faster results than other traditional metrics due to 

the selection of the optimal similarity function. A 

traditional recommendation system is based on one 

criterion or one utility function. This research work 

developed a multi-level filtering technique, BLIGA. 

BLIGA provides recommendations based on the GA 

approach. The BLG analyzes the best 

recommendation list rather than looking for the best 

items to comprise the recommendation list. It is 

possible to address two limitations of this study in 

future research. One limitation arises from the 

specifications of the machine used in the 

experiments, which made it impossible to test the 

method on large datasets. The second limitation is 

caused by the limited use of the genre feature of the 

items for a semantic feature. As a result, other 

features may be considered and tested in the 

future.[6]The recommendation system for 

patients/dieticians is implemented for the purpose of 

encouraging the patients to take nutritional 

supplements, to consume food that are considered 

better to meet their healthy  needs, tastes, and dietary 

preferences. This paper discusses the nutritional 

information modeling from a cloud system and its 

implementation into diet recommendation systems 

based on patients' nutritional status, patient's health 

assessment of foods, contradicts current nutritional 

theories. Therefore, future food/diet-based 
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recommendation systems must address different 

types of nutritional errors. It describes patients 

relying on medicines instead of resorting to 

precautionary nutritional measures in obtaining their 

nutritional needs. Selecting healthy diet based on 

nutritional needs has been a serious issue. Insufficient 

and incorrect food consumption has been identified 

as leading causes of several health challenges and 

ailments. The main reason for this is the vast variety 

of products and information about healthy diets. 

Studies have shown that a robust diet recommended 

by a Dietician or by a medical diet based Artificial 

Intelligence automated cloud system can increase 

longevity, protect against further diseases, and 

improve quality of life overall. [7] Based on online 

binary purchase data, the paper proposes an approach 

to help e-commerce companies to select the good 

collaborative filtering algorithms for automated 

recommendation generation. In order to construct the 

framework, an experimental design is applied to 

binary purchase data sets with distinct input data 

characteristics characterized by distinguish  reduction 

of data techniques, CF techniques and particular  

measures for several CF configurations. Based on 

their binary purchase data sets, e-commerce 

companies can determine the optimal configuration 

of this framework. As a result, they are able to assess 

how modified input data sets affect the preferred 

algorithm configuration. Prior studies have not 

addressed the combination of characteristics of both 

input and required algorithmic configurations. A 

preprocessing step measuring the efficiency of a data 

reduction technique is determined by the input 

characteristics. The best data reduction technique in 

terms of accuracy is CF. [8] The paper uses 

clustering as a method to develop a recommender 

system. The algorithms used by recommendation 

systems were usually developed based on content-

based filtering, associative rules, multi-model 

ensembles, and collaborative filtering. In order to 

train the prediction model using multi-model 

ensemble algorithms, a lot of real-world data is 

necessary to create a personalized recommendation 

system. Finding association rules and determining 

levels of dependence among rules is done using the 

Apriori algorithm. For multi-model RS, multiple 

classifiers are usually used. Based on clustering, this 

paper proposes a book recommendation system that 

uses a variety of approaches, such as hybrid, 

knowledge-based, and utility-based. Rearrangement 

of books based on user choice and review ratings are 

done through clustering. The ultimate target of this 

approach is to provide personalized recommendations 

with improved accuracy. [9] An assessment of the 

film recommendation system based on a literature 

review is presented. Distinguishing different 

collaborative filtering techniques is done by 

comparing their performance in multiple contexts and 

not only under favorable conditions. It analyses the 

usage of precision and accurate based algorithms 

with minimal computational time. The combination 

of both content and collaborative filtering techniques 

are used and measured. Future studies in various 

fields could benefit from the use of new algorithms 

and the applications of Machine learning algorithms 

for recovering the conceptual knowledge on the 

website could be particularly valuable. The paper 

discusses collaboration as the most common 

approach, which is based on a dataset divided into 

two subsets: training and assessment. This technique 

seems ideal for handling large quantities of data in 

this field. [10]So according to the  growing demand 

for accurate results or needs, Recommendation 

system came into picture, but we generally don’t get 

exactly what we want as the sources are also of 

various type. It is very difficult to address the 

particular needs of every individual, so to fulfill the 

need of particular search the discovery of 

recommendation system happened in the middle of 

1990’s. And in that period of time it was one of the 

major steps toward research on the field of 

recommendation. Recommendation system basically 

recommend individual what fits into their system of 

thoughts and is very much probable to their needs 

and requirements. Recommendation is software 

which can be separate helping software or integrated 

with websites or any other software which needs 

suggest probable things every individual. This paper 

is focused on collaborative filtering technique. Which 

also part of recommendation system where it 

suggests individuals their subject to interest products 

to them by their own rating and according those 

whose rating are at strong similarity to them. But the 

major limitation is the cold start problem as 

collaborative filtering is purely focused on the 

similarity of interests of the neighbors. One way we 

can resolve it by is taking a step toward hybrid 

approach. [11] To overcome the challenges that were 
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related to collaborative filtering is discussed in this 

paper. Basically, the main problem regarding 

collaborative filtering was accuracy of the prediction 

and the recommendations made to the users. To 

resolve this issue researchers come with Memory-

based-model methods which collect their data to 

provide personalized user experience and it further 

divided into two categories one is UCF (user based 

collaborative filtering) and other one is ICF (item 

based filtering) UCF recommend product on the basis 

of similarity of user and ICF recommend product on 

the basis of similar product user had used before. 

Somehow it took great step but on the later phase 

researcher got to know that it also fulfilling the 

accuracy prediction criteria. So, they came with a 

great idea of hybrid design where UCF and ICF and 

linear regression model were combined which known 

as rUICF which later shows great performance. [12] 

This paper discusses about the recommendation 

system which is basically made and personalized for 

the fashion retail e-commerce users which basically 

recommend the fashion product to the user which is 

specific only to them. So this recommendation 

system was applied to the one of the biggest Korean 

company that is basically fashion based company that 

deal with fashion products both on online and offline 

market. The company focuses on two main things 

first is, on online and offline the product is same and 

second is product changes according to the demand 

and season. As there is so much complexity in the 

system a new method was introduced which basically 

the combination of both item based collaborative 

filtering algorithm and fulfilling the seasonal demand 

characteristics later called as K-RecSys which is 

extension of collaborative filtering. And records 

show that it has given boost in selling product and 

made huge profit. [13] As research has always been 

an integrated part of these recommendation systems 

just to make sure that user always get a satisfactory 

experience and should get suggested whatever they 

want to see or get. This paper is highly focused on 

enhancing the previously existing system such as 

collaborative filtering technique which basically 

depends on user based similarity and item based 

similarity to review based collaborative 

recommendation. So in the new system the comments 

sentiments and reviews are processed through text 

mining and exploit them and according to that 

recommendation are made especially for the 

particular user. Although results are good from 

review based collaborative filtering, but further 

things are going to get more complex and vast so for 

that more work on research area is needed. [14] This 

paper is proper study on recommendation systems, as 

we know recommendation system recommend users 

through their previous data or through similar user 

experiences and through relevant items data. But we 

know the speed at which internet is growing and the 

volume of data that is present on the internet and 

different types of data. So, there is so much data 

present on the internet which confuses the users, and 

they go unsatisfied which leads to information 

overloading. And in this point of time 

Recommendation system comes and resolves this 

issue. And provide users their personalized 

experience. This paper also discusses about positive 

and negative of different kinds of recommendation 

system and serves as compass in the field of research. 

[15] 

 

III. LITERATURESUMMARY 

Table 1:Summary of Literature Survey 

Sl.No. Author Names Year of 

Publication 

Methodology Findings 

[1] Meenu Gupta, Aditya 

Thakkar, Vishal Gupta, 

DhruvPratap SinghRathore, 

Aashish 

2020 Collaborative 

filtering 

The MEA (Mean Absolute Error) values showed that item 

based CF had lowest MEA compared to the content based, 

model based CF and user based CF when tested for 

performance. 

[2] MukeshKumarKharita, Atul 

Kumar,PardeepSingh 

2018 Collaborative 

filtering 

For user-item based collaborative filtering, RS is based on the 

ratings given by the user and if the user doesn’t give the 

ratings the weight matrix formula is used to predict the user 

ratings. For item-item based CF, cosine similarity matrix is 

used. The results are compared and it is found that the 

accuracy is lower compared to the other models but the focus 

had been providing real time recommendations in which the 
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model stood out. 

[3] Tadafumi Kondo, 

YuchiKanzawa 

2018 Collaborative 

filtering and 

Clustering 

For a movielens dataset the proposed algorithm was used with 

3 fuzzy clustering algorithms and based on the AUC values it 

was found that they all outperform the traditional methods in 

terms of accuracy. 

[4] Jessica Lourenco and 

AparnaS. Varde 

2020 Collaborative 

filtering 

Reviewinganddiscussingaboutassociationrulesintextminingan

dapriorialgorithm. 

[5] Rajesh Kumar Ojha and 

Dr.BhagirathiNayak 

2018 Collaborative 

filtering 

Analysis of KNN algorithms for recommendations. 

[6] Bushra Alhijawi, 

YousefKilani 

2020 Collaborative 

filtering 

Analysis of multi-filtering levels of CF techniques. 

 
IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

The main objective to build a movie recommendation 

system using a hybrid approach is to enhance the 

recommendation metrics of existing systems and 

provide optimal results. The proposed movie RSis 

expected to generate a finer quality and accuracy than 

the existing ones. The system emphasizes on reusing 

the information and preferences provided by the users 

that can be used in the prediction of future 

recommendations. Through this project we are 

proposing a RS which provides recommendation 

based on the gathered information from the web and 

the information given by the users. It can be achieved 

by analyzing user’s psychological profile, their 

watching history, movie ratings, etc. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

To ensure the scalability, elevate the accuracy and 

enrich the quality of movie recommendations, we are 

proposing a hybrid model which unifies both content-
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based and collaborative filtering methodologies. This 

model can be used to optimize the decision making 

ability of the system. Hybrid recommendation system 

merges the preferences of the users with similar users 

who rated the movies along with the data available on 

the web to accurately recommend movies. 
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